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MARKET OUTLOOK



Largest trading area in APAC – central Asian hub for traders

One of the Four Asian Tigers — high strength on foreign trade
Progressive concentration - The Singapore e-FX trading growth 
continues.

Singapore Insights

Majority (55% ) of 
forex traders 
prefer to use a 
mobile device and 
trading app, versus 
45% who use a 
desktop computer 
or web app.

What traders in Singapore consider to choose a 
broker? 

Avg $640 billion per day of the $8.3 
trillion traded globally in Singapore. 

3rd Largest trading area globally for 
FOREX. 

Source: Compare Forex Broker

✓Regulated by MAS
✓ Low transaction fees
✓App for trading on-the-go
✓Quality research tools

✓ Premium service
✓Analysis insights
✓Wide variety of investment
✓ Tight spread

Turnover in Singapore rose to 9% of global turnover 
in 2022 – up from 8% in 2019, while Hong Kong SAR 
declined to 7% from 8%



Strong emerging market in APAC – FOREX trading volume 
rising by 50% (2013-2022; BIS, 2022)

Malaysia ranked 16th for Google Search Interest in the term 
“Buy Shares” - one of the top in SEA 

Malaysia Insights

A fair number of 
related YouTube 
contents & 
views were seen 
- suggesting a 
potential market

Factors that Malaysians would consider most when 
choosing a broker

Pepperstone is one of the highest-rated 
brokers for Malaysian traders 
recommended across social networks

6 out of 10 adults invests in Forex.

Source: Finance Magnates

✓ Long-established
✓ Positive reviews
✓ Provides educational 
content
✓ Provides multilingual 
support

✓ Smooth Trade execution
✓ Efficient Customer support 
✓ Commissions and spreads 
✓ Ease of deposits and 
withdrawals 



Thailand continues to be one of the most exciting emerging markets 
of SEA — especially post-pandemic (FOREX & crypto trading)

Thailand ranked 1st for owning cryptocurrency in the world -
‘younger millennials’  are likely to own the most. 

Thailand Insights

Facebook 
Private/Public group 
- is the most used 
channels that Thais 
seek for trading 
information

Factors that Thais would consider most when 
choosing a broker

Turnover in digital asset market 
is ฿2.1 billion in January 2023

Source: Datareportal 

✓Regulated by reliable 
authority
✓ Fast deposits and 
withdrawals
✓ Low Spreads
✓ Low transaction fees

✓ Seamless trading system 
✓ Provides a wide range of 
products
✓ Provide Thai customer 
support
✓ Provides flexible trading hours

The data reveals that Thai people own some form of 
‘Crypto’ around 20.1%



SEA Forex Communities

TOP NEWS SOURCES FOR TRADERS TOP SOCIAL NETWORKS FOR TRADERS

A dedicated space/forum for
traders to share trading results,
follow, compare, analyse various
trading systems, and socialise.



Consumer Insights

Consumer Types

New Traders

Casual Traders

Experienced Traders

Traders are getting trading information from various sources, 
constantly updating the market updates and the chart of daily 
prices, and trying to reduce the risk in their own portfolio as 
much as possible.

Traders do not need to study and further seek for knowledge. 
They usually select to invest based on recommendations from 
peers, expert and influencers. Also, have the idea that 
investing can be easily profitable. 

Traders already have experience investing in stock markets, 
and understand the volatility and risks. They are likely to 
compare the profits between assets in the market.

Characteristics Preferred Contents

Generation types also affect the investment decisions. Generation X and Baby Boomers 
are less interested in digital trading / assets, more in traditional trading forms, than Gen Y / 
Gen Z, who are likely to take higher risks.

Source: The Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand

Education, Market Updates, 
Free Course, Trading Tips 

Finfluencers’ Reviews, expert 
advice

Education, Market Updates



Similar habits across SEA, the field in general
Brand/broker related research dependent on:
Search Engines (Comparison)

> WoM/Reviews (3rd Party)
> Social Media (Legitimacy)

Media Usage Habits Function/ContentSocial Media Channels

Finfluencers rising as form of 
social trading; most active on 
YouTube, TikTok

Social Media predominantly used 
to build awareness and loyalty
with their customers

Having helpful and localised trading 
advice/tips content on your website 
is crucial to get in their search results

SEARCH

SOCIAL 
MEDIA

KOL

1.

2.

3.

4.

1. Market Analysis
2. Education
3. Facebook groups

1. Education
2. Courses
3. Reviews
4. Market Updates

1. Live Market Updates
(High post delivery speed)

1. Engagement

1. Branding
2. Engagement/Reviews
3. Market 

updates/Education

Channel Summary
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